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Systematic import
 
uclear import is slowed by too much of a good
thing. So says a new systems model of nuclear im-
port from Riddick and Macara (page 1027), which
predicts that high levels of the cargo carrier Importin-
 
 
 
 or the
RanGEF RCC1 inhibit import.
With its simple nucleus-versus-cytoplasm architecture,
import is a good candidate for systems analysis. Most of the
components have been identified, and biochemical experi-
ments have already determined many of the relevant rate con-
stants. Previous models outlined how Ran transport affected
steady-state cargo distribution.
Now, Riddick and Macara look at the kinetics of cargo
import. Their model does what any good model should: it makes
unexpected predictions that can be tested experimentally, and it
reveals weaknesses in the current understanding of the system.
Surprises came in the form of predictions that more Importin-
 
 
 
 or RanGTP-producing RCC1 would inhibit transport. As
RanGTP gradients across the pore drive import, the authors
expected more nuclear RCC1 would be better. But the model
said that excess RCC1 would bind to and sequester nuclear
Ran. Likewise, the model predicted that nuclear Ran would be
depleted by extra Importin-
 
 
 
, because the excess carrier would
enter the nucleus even without associated cargo before leaving
with its normal dose of RanGTP.
N
Cells with too much RCC1 
(bottom two cells) are im-
paired in nuclear import.
 
Using in vivo import assays, the
authors show that the predictions are
valid—import was inhibited by RCC1
or Importin-
 
 
 
 levels above physiological
concentrations. Cells thus have just
enough, but not too much, of these
factors.
Other predictions that held true
in vivo were less surprising. For in-
stance, substrate import rates were
limited by the concentration of Ran
and Importin-
 
 
 
, which links many car-
gos to Importin-
 
 
 
.
One prediction was proven
wrong. The model suggested that
RanBP1, which promotes the hydro-
lysis of RanGTP in the cytoplasm, is
not limiting for import. In vivo, how-
ever, extra RanBP1 improved import
kinetics. This discord indicates that
RanBP1 probably has functions that
are not yet understood. Future stud-
ies can now focus on identifying
these functions. 
 
Restraining spindles in distress
 
artially unreplicated chromosomes in budding yeast
can generate force to prevent spindle elongation during
S-phase distress, according to results from Bachant et
al. (page 999). Chromosomes do so by capturing spindle micro-
tubules from both poles.
Spindle assembly and DNA replication occur simulta-
neously in budding yeast. So if DNA synthesis stalls—from a
lack of nucleotides, for instance—yeast cells must prevent
untimely spindle elongation until replication resumes. This
S-phase checkpoint is controlled by the kinase Rad53, which
both maintains replication forks during stalls and prevents
spindle elongation. The new results suggest these processes
may be linked mechanistically.
By maintaining fork integrity as nucleotides begin to
run out, Rad53 may ensure that at least some centromeres are
replicated (budding yeast centromeres are copied from early-
firing origins) even if the rest of the genome is not. This
would allow a few chromosome to achieve bipolar attach-
ment and generate traction forces to resist spindle elongation.
As would be expected based on this model, chromosomes
engineered with two centromeres bypassed the need for
Rad53 during replication stalls. So did cells containing mini
chromosomes with origins immediately adjacent to their cen-
P
 
tromeres (so that forks have only a short distance to travel).
Mutations that interfere with centromere–spindle attach-
ments caused spindle elongation during replication stalls, similar
to that seen in 
 
rad53
 
 mutants. Mutation of a kinase that promotes
bipolar attachment, called Ipl1, had similar effects.
The S-phase checkpoint also down-regulates proteins re-
quired for anaphase spindle extension (Krishnan et al. 
 
Mol.
Spindle poles (green) separate during S-phase distress in cells that 
cannot link duplicated centromeres to microtubules from both poles.
 
Cell
 
. 2004. 16:687–700). Thus, bi-
polar chromosome–spindle attach-
ments and the regulation of spindle
dynamics may combine to block
untimely spindle extension during
S-phase arrest. 
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